
CHAPTER 31

PUZZLE 29:
If you are seven years old, there are
seven of those on your birthday cake.

They are 64

The ticket- listen & read

1 STORY: THE TICKET
Match the words with the pictures. Look and listen. 
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a ticket inspector

a train

green hair

London

a chicken

a sheep

a boy

a ticket

a book
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Your mum is cooking dirty socks.
You’re riding a motorbike.
You’re flying in a plane.

SILENT 
COMMANDS 65

We are taking a train to London today. We are at  and we're waiting the railway station

for the train . I'm very happy! Oh, the train's coming.

Now, we're on the train.
'Can I sit , Dad?'by the window
'Yes, you can, Sam.'
Great! I'm sitting by the window. At first the train is very , but then it isslow  faster and 

faster boring! We're going and going and it's a little . 

I'm looking around. There is a girl sitting . She is talking to her mum but… she's opposite

got three  and she's got green ! And what is she doing? Is she reading a book? eyes hair

Is she eating a sandwich? No, she is eating the ! Wow!book

There is a boy sitting  the girl. What's on his head? Has he got a hat? No, he next to

hasn't. There is a chicken  his . What is it doing? The chicken is smiling! The boy on head

is eating  but… what's in the sandwich? Is there ham and cheese? No there a sandwich

isn't! There are snails  the sandwich! Yuck!in

There is a man sitting  the boy and the girl. He's got a yellow , pink  between shirt

trousers jacket socks, a purple and orange . Look! There is a pet. It is very big. Is it a  

dog? No, it isn't. Is it a monkey? No, it isn't. It's an enormous ! What is it doing? Is sheep

it eating? No, it's talking. It's singing a . And it's dancing with the chicken! The song

sheep and the chicken are dancing!

The door is opening.
'Tickets, please! Tickets, please!'
The ticket inspector! Where is my ? The girl, the boy, the man, even the sheep ticket

have got tickets. They give them to the ticket inspector. 

But where is my ticket? Is it my bag? No, it isn't! Is it  the floor? No, it isn't! Is it in on 

under my seat? No, it isn't! So, where is it?! Finally, I see my ticket!
'Look, Dad! The sheep is eating my ticket! Oh, no! Dad, help!'
'Dad, where is my ticket?! The sheep is eating my ticket!'
'What?'
'And the sheep is dancing and the girl has got three eyes and…’

‘Oh, Sam, wake up! It is just . We are  London now. Let's go!'a dream in 
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